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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

This paper is focusing on the data mining solutions for the 
WWW, specifically how it can be used for the hyperlinks 
evaluation. We are focusing on the hyperlinks used in the web 
sites systems and on the problem which consider evaluation of 
its utility. Since hyperlinks reflect relation to other webpage one 
can expect that there exist way to verify if users follow desired 
navigation paths. The Challenge is to use available techniques 
to discover usage behavior patterns and interpret them. 

We have evaluated hyperlinks of the selected pages from 
www.bth.se web site. By using web expert’s help the usefulness 
of the data mining as the assessment basis was validated. The 
outcome of the research shows that data mining gives decision 
support for the changes in the web site navigational structure. 

 

Keywords: association rules, data mining, hyperlinks 
utility. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

“If the web site would be a car, hyperlinks would be the engine, because without them, we are 
not going anywhere” [21]. 

 

1.1.  Background 
 
“Due to the variety of the structures and the sizes of today’s web sites, validating hyperlinks 
has become quite a difficult task” [3]. Since navigation throughout the website is done by 
usage of available hyperlinks, the quality of the web site can be reflected in the usage of its 
hyperlinks [21].  
 
We are focusing on the data mining solutions for the WWW, specifically how it can be used 
for the hyperlinks evaluation. This lead to the terms such as link association which is defined 
as “rules that show the connectivity of different URLs” [7]. Another aspect of using data 
mining is using navigational data to extract navigational patterns, as Chen, Zaiane and Goebel 
define  as “patterns discovered with web mining techniques” [4]. Navigational patterns can be 
used for different purposes, they can show how users of the web site behave in general or 
extract different (groups of) users’ behaviors in order to adjust the web site to the need of a 
specific users group. The above pinpoints that data mining gives possibilities. However, the 
question is how these should be used. 
 
We will use the words knowledge discovery and data mining as synonyms, since in literature 
these names refer to the same techniques [24]. 
 

1.2.  Problem description 
 
The World Wide Web has grown over the years to a size that became hard to foresee [8]. It is 
claimed that indexable WWW can have more than 11.5 billion pages [8]. It is no wonder that 
such a powerful tool attracts commerce and researchers. The amount of possibilities that 
WWW gives: to the web users and to their owners is also the problem that the designer of the 
web site needs to face. Having many web sites to chose from, user can ditch one web site if it 
is to hard to browse [28], designers are challenged to fulfill the goal of users’ navigational 
requirements. 
 
Beside the business needs for high quality, the web site quality evaluation is needed because 
of many existing ad-hoc solution for the web site design [22]. This continuous measure of 
quality is also required since, although designers are following standards of the high quality 
layout, still they can not predict the gap between their expectations and actual usage of 
designed site [28]. Support for the web site changes decisions is needed [11]. Using the 
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outcome of the appropriate evaluation techniques one can improve existing site and if 
possible, use gained knowledge for future designs.  
The problems that need to be solved are to identify where software engineers can find 
measures of the website and how to use them.  
Facing the fact that the users are the ones who evaluate the website, the designer should strive 
to validate design assumptions with the actual usage of the website. This type of assessment is 
only possible after “releasing” the website, since external quality of any software can be 
measured only starting with the moment when the software product is being used [16].  This 
leads to the problem of retrieving useful information from the usage logs and to make a 
relevant interpretation of it. 
While discussing the hyperlinks usability issue one can consider the adequateness of the 
hyperlinks connectivity as the part of the hyperlink’s utility value. How can we find the 
answer to the question how to estimate utility of the hyperlinks using available data sources?  
 
Finally, if it is decided to validate quality attributes of the website, analytics need to decide 
which data need to be collected, use adequate methods for data processing and interpret the 
results of the process. Next to the problem how to interpret web site usage in order to estimate 
values of hyperlinks’ utility is the question of reliability of used method.  
 
We are focusing on the hyperlinks used in the websites systems and the problem which 
consider evaluation of their utility. Since hyperlinks are supposed to reflect the relation 
between pages that they are linking, one can expect that there exist way to verify if users 
follow desired navigation paths.  
Although some tools can support the decisions for web site improvement based on the web 
site structure, the web designer still should understand how users are ‘traveling’ while using 
the web portal.  
 

1.3.  Data mining 
 

Data mining techniques deliver solutions for processing data and retrieving useful information 
from it [17]. One of the goals of data mining is to retrieve information from large amounts of 
data [17].  
During several years data mining techniques evolved giving many different analytical 
solutions in different areas. These analytical techniques were successfully used in different 
fields. Clustering, association and path discovery are only some parts of available solutions. 
Adequate usage of these methods can give the analysts a deeper understanding of the 
investigated domain and can provide change-decision support or even help in forecasting the 
future of the web site usage. 
One of the available techniques for data mining is association rules discovery. Association 
rules discovery bases its idea on transaction analysis. By using association computations there 
is a possibility to locate items that are grouped by different types of relations between them. 
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The list of data mining achievement is long, nevertheless the topic of this thesis only covers 
the association rules discovery. For more detailed information the reader should see 
[12],[17],[18],[24],[26],[27]. 
 

1.4.  Data mining for web sites 
 

Data mining for the web “relies on the structure of the site, and concerns itself with 
discovering interesting information from user navigational behavior as stored in web access 
logs”[23]. Discovery of association rules in transactional databases for the web site can help 
in identifying how the pages are related, what the measure of luminosity of the web page is 
and reveal structure and patterns in available data [7]. Also in the World Wide Web domain, 
association rules mining is used [1] for finding the web pages with the similar content, which 
is used as an input for the search engines. 
Possibilities of data mining techniques for the WWW are investigated in evolving part of the 
data mining domain called web usage mining. Many times data mining techniques has been 
referred as one of the best method to retrieve information from web data [7]. The association 
rules discovery has successfully been used by business as improvement suggestions [7]. 
Simple adaptation of basket analyses for the web shops and purchased (or viewed) products or 
clustering of the groups of the web site users, were first trials of using data mining techniques 
for the web. More sophisticated methods as displaying adequate (recommended by methods) 
commercials or suggesting appropriate services attracting more focus from the e-commerce 
world. Data mining is helping web commerce to get closer to the web site user and satisfy 
their needs. 
In the aspect of the web site the association rules mining is meant to improve navigational 
structure of the evaluated object [7]. Mining association rules between web pages make it 
possible to identify pages with positive and negative relations. Adding to this knowledge 
information about existing hyperlinks and the type of the web site one can evaluate the utility 
of the hyperlink and provide suggestions for changes in the web site structure. 
The website analysts commonly use data mining techniques by retrieving information about 
traffic on the web site. Information about the most visited pages, searched terms or pages 
where users leave the website are nowadays common usage of the web log.  
 

1.5. Hypothesis 
 
We have as a goal to investigate if data mining techniques can be use for the web site 
improvement decision support, more specifically if the hyperlinks can be evaluated using 
mentioned techniques.  
Since the quality of the web site is highly depended on the quality of the navigational 
structure [13] [26] one can measure navigation trends and therefore give feedback about user 
impression about the web. Main hypothesis is that by analyzing outcome of data mining 
conducted on the usage traffic one can identify associations between web pages. These 
associations will reflect the utility of the hyperlinks. Additionally the hypothesis assumes that: 
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− The discovered association between two pages reflects utility of the hyperlink that links 
those two pages 

− Depending on the association strength one can list changes for the hyperlinks ‘design 
(add, remove or change) 

 
The reader should keep in mind that the presented assessment method is supposed to value 
hyperlinks if their utility is low or high, but the method does not answer the question what 
specifically is wrong with the hyperlink. 
 

1.6. Methodology 
 

To validate the hypothesis we are using an experiment. As presented in Figure 1, experiment 
includes four major processes:  

1. data collection,  
2. data processing,  
3. data mining  
4. validation of presented suggestions with the web expert 

 

The Figure 1 is an overview of the method and has as a goal to explain what type of steps are 
need to be taken while using this method.  
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Figure 1. Experiment flowchart. 

Validation of the hypothesis has two major parts: 

− The outcome of experiment with provided assessment of the selected hyperlinks, and 
− The validation of the outcome conducted with the help of  web site’s expert 
 

Depending on the outcome of the second part, the hypothesis can be confirmed or rejected. 
The goal is to compare the expert’s assumptions and the web site actual usage.  
 

1.7. Outline of the report 
 

The report is structure as follows. In the Section 2 we present definitions related to the web 
site topic. In the Section 3 reader can find definitions of data mining and related literature. 
The setup of the experiment is described in the Section 4. The Section 5 contains results of 
conducted experiment and in the Section 6 we discuss about the outcome of the experiment. 
The Section 7 summarizes the research conclusion as well as suggested future work in the 
field. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
 

The quality of the software products is no longer a development field ditched in the name of 
shorter time to market. Software engineers have as a goal to provide high quality products to 
their users. Web sites as software products need to strive for high quality as well. High quality 
of the website should be a goal for its designers. Since web sites expand in the number of sub 
pages and hyperlinks during theirs’ life time, web experts need to continuously evaluate the 
web site quality factors [11]. Not only in order to improve quality, but also to make sure that 
structure or design changes do not lower the web site quality. High quality of the web site is 
important for the owners from the market benefit point of view [26]. Regardless of  the role 
the web site plays in the organization, it influences the business success of the organization 
[26], that is why it requires focus on quality. 
We are presenting how data mining techniques is used for the evaluation of the web sites.  
One of the sub question we will try to answer is if the web designer can rely on the changes 
suggested by the mining outcome.  
  

2.1.  All around the Website 
 
The assessment of the hyperlinks is very important for both the business benefits and assumed 
web site goals. “Dead links mean no business”, solutions that help to automate the hyperlink 
validation process can save both time and money spend on improvements tasks [3]. The 
analysis of the users’ behaviour are necessary for structures improvements and understanding 
their needs, mostly because of the web site complexity [4]. 
 
The main goal of using the hyperlink assessment is to support improvements of the web site 
design. Therefore the term web site should be clear to the reader. Web site can be defined as a 
finite set of the web pages, where these create a web of connected web pages [6]. Directed 
graph defines the traversal structure of the web site. Suggestion about best traversal practice 
such as three-click navigation does not guarantied user satisfaction [28].  
 
Trying to satisfy users navigational demands the web site result in different web structures. 
Theoretically to make traversal through the web site easier the designer could put the links to 
all pages on the main page. The web site will then have a structure of a star, which is 
characterized by paths spread from root web page in different directions [3]. The connection 
paths usually are bi-directed  [3], if page S links to page T, then page T links to page S (see 
Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Radiation structure of the web site [3]. 

 
Web designer needs to decide upon the web sites structure so user can easily access the 
default page from the viewed page. Since users do not tend to analyze the web site structure, 
nor to think where the information they are looking for would be placed ‘geographically’  
[14], decision is difficult to take. Except radiation structure, there are two basic structure 
types: waterfall where path direction through the web pages has only one direction  [3] 
(Figure 3). This leads to the challenge of restructuring web and deciding which pages can take 
place deeper in the web structure. Major drawback is long path to the last page. On the other 
hand, there are situations when displaying pages in the sequence is crucial: 

− Telling a story 
− First signing contracts, then displaying download page for the program 

 

 
Figure 3. Waterfall web site structure [3]. 

 
Second is the an interconnected structure (see Figure 4) where each page in the web site is 
directly connected to all remaining web pages within the same web site [3]. Since all web 
pages on one web site are connected to the rest, this type of structures can only be efficient in 
small web sites [3]. Here designer faces the problem of keeping the balance between the 
frame of the structure type and transparency of the web pages containing all necessary links. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Figure 4. Interconnected web site structure [3]. 

 
In most cases there is no bullet proof solution. Therefore in most cases the web sites are the 
hybrid structures (see Figure 5). The hybrid structure, as the name pinpoints, is the 
combination of more than one basic web structures  [3]. The designer needs to decide how 
this hybrid is formed. 
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Figure 5. Web site hybrid structure  [3]. 

As was mentioned before the web site collects web pages combined in a directed graph 
structure. Navigation through the web site is possible due to the hyperlinks. Hyperlink links 
the web pages together [14]. Hyperlink’s functionality bases on the navigational aid for the 
web site users [1]. Designers placing the hyperlinks in order to help their users explore the 
web site or directing them to the desired sources (e.g. files, documents, information)[1]. From 
the user point of view a hyperlink can be described by following features [7]: 

− Source URL (web page where the hyperlinks is placed) 
− Target URL (web page that the hyper link leads to) 
− Label (e.g. for a textual hyperlink, the text used for the link name) 
− Type of graphic (text, figure) 
− Place (where in the layout of the web page link is placed) 
− And more … 

All these features decide how often or if the hyperlink will be used. Combination of the web 
site graphic and used color for the hyperlink label can make it fuzzy for the reader what is the 
link and what is not. Text displayed (label) for the hyperlink will also influence its usage 
frequency, the more obvious for the user is what can be found on the linked page the higher 
usage frequency can be expected from the hyperlink. 
 
Understanding hyperlinks gives information about web site structure [21] and represented by 
the hyperlinks web site connectivity reflects in web site quality of use. Noruzi divides 
hyperlinks into three major groups, namely [21]: 

− navigational links, links that enable users to navigate through one web site 
− backlinks, which forward users to web pages outside source web site (play 

significant role in indexing web) 
− links to email addresses 

While analyzing usage traffic, depending on the evaluated web site type and goals, one should 
put more impact on the hyperlinks of specific type. Nevertheless the importance of hyperlinks 
functionality makes it more important to investigate hyperlinks qualities.  
How web pages are connected is often decided upon the web page type. Two types of the web 
pages can be identified. These are namely content pages which are pages with the main goal 
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to provide information in different form, e.g. textual and/or graphical etc. [11]. The second 
type is an index page which is a ”functional page”, since the main function of this pages is to 
provide linkage to other web pages [11]. It is very hard to distinguish the difference between 
these two types of pages one could distinguish them by the number of hyperlinks existing on 
the web page comparing to the amount of information on the page.  Knowledge about web 
page type is important for the evaluation of the hyperlinks that the page contains. Hyperlinks 
on the content page can have lower usage frequency, since pages that they are belonging to 
are often place of destination for the users, in other words it is not expected from the user to 
continue their path from this type of page. 
 
While designing a web site designers need to face the problem of misunderstanding or 
individual interpretation. What is clear for one person is not that obvious for the others. Since 
it is hard to foresee the exact reaction of the users’ to the page layout the quality evaluation is 
needed. 
 

2.2.  Measuring hyperlinks 
 
Evaluation “is a concerned with gathering data about the usability of a design or product by a 
specified group of users for a particular activity within a specified environment or work 
context” [6]. The usage of the website is highly dependent on the used graphical design but 
also in used navigation paths [13]. While graphical design and other qualitative metrics are 
difficult to conduct, navigational behavior of the web site users can be measured with more 
accuracy. 
In order to evaluate hyperlinks properly specific measurements needs to be taken.  
Data used for the hyperlinks measurements can be divided in three types [7], these are:  

− content,  
− log files, and  
− web structure 
 

Maintaining website requires logging different measures during its existence. The web site 
structure also allows for conducting several measures. Web administrators in order to perform 
fixes or web site updates measure traffic on the server, knowing when the traffic is low; they 
can perform their tasks with low probability to angry the web site users. Traffic measures are 
possible because of the recorded log files. Log files contain all requests send to the web site 
server. Request is “questions” to the server for different resources.  
Since there is possibility to log time of the request, time measure is also available for the web 
site measurement activities.  
Web site content provides additional measures, such as: number of web pages that builds one 
web site, number of hyperlinks, and number of words. Content of the web site includes other 
resources such as web applications, images or other type of files. 
Web structure is the way in which the pages are connected. More detail information about 
web site structure can be found in the Section 2.1. 
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Which measures from the web site metrics can be useful while conducting hyperlinks utility 
assessment? Information about the number of existing hyperlinks can be beneficial for several 
reasons. The more hyperlinks a web page, or even a web site, contains the lower the expected 
usage frequency should be. Since users select one hyperlink above the other and tend to 
follow down the navigation path instead of coming back to the start point [14]. The more 
hyperlinks on the same web page the more difficult it can be for the user to locate hyperlink 
that will lead to desired web source. Although it can be controversial to name log files a 
method of measuring the web site traffic it is common to retrieve from this data source 
metrics of the visited pages, number of visits, time spend on each visited web page. 
 
What could be the value of the utility of the hyperlink? As was suggested by Spiliopoulou the 
conversion efficiency of the web page would  be the number of purchased products 
comparing to the products displayed, or times when the web page was visited  [6]. The web 
pages containing commercials can be measured in the aspect of success by the click on the 
“add-on” [6]. How should the hyperlink utility be estimated? Comparing the number of times 
when web page was visited and the hyperlink was used? Or rather by comparing the number 
of ‘transactions’ containing these two web pages (linked by specific hyperlink) to the number 
of all visits? One can see that it can be hard to define hyperlink utility, since the problem can 
not only include not-used links, but also count unsuccessful clicks.  
Web sites differ in their content and design these results in different types of the web site [9]. 
Depending on the type designers have different expectations from the web site [9]. The 
‘business’ goal of the web site improvements will depend on the web site characteristic. For 
example for the web site which main goal is to provide information it might be crucial to 
assure that users are following specific paths (sequence of the web pages) in order to get to 
desired information. Some can claim that quality of the web site’s navigation reflects in the 
number of ‘clicks’ (hyperlinks used) to get to any of the web page from the start point. The 
web site success can also be seen in the term of time that visitors spend on browsing web 
pages [20]. As reader can notice it is very important to know the web site goal and to 
understand its users [20] to be able to identify if the web site goal is fulfilled. 
 

2.3.  Data Used For Website Evaluation 
 
Conducting the hyperlink assessment requires appropriate data. Transactional data needed to 
perform association rules mining is available from the log files, where actions taken by the 
web site users are recorded. In many cases the log files are the only source of history of the 
users’ behavior on the specific web site [6]. The log files provide the software engineers with 
data that can be used for the analysis and further website improvements. From these files, it is 
possible to retrieved sessions of usage. This gives opportunity to mine for the association 
rules between pages basing on the behavior of users.  
Using as an input the web site structure, which reflects the web designer goal, and actual 
usage of the web site, analyst is able to find gap between designer assumptions and users 
behavior tendency [11]. Since the hyperlinks are the only way to navigate throughout the web 
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[21], history of their usage can be used (and is used) as the users’ feedback about website’s 
structure and functionality. 
 

2.3.1.  The Web site as an input 
 
Information about the web site structure can be retrieved in several ways.  

One is to use the web site expert assistance. Expert can point the web site structure with all 
existing hyperlinks additionally web expert can enrich structure information with intended 
navigational users behavior.  

The other way (easier especially for the big-scale web sites) is usage of automatic tools such 
as web crawlers or web spiders. The functionality of these tools has as a goal to collect web 
pages that are connected to the start web page  [1]. This process usually starts from one URL 
address following the existing links on the first page in order to retrieve the connected to it 
web pages  [1]. In this way the web site can be downloaded and the structure of the web site 
can be retrieve later.  

Additionally the web site structure can be retrieved from available database connected to the 
content management system. In this situation one can retrieve not only information where a 
hyperlink is placed and to which web pages it leads but also the time when it was created, and 
time when the hyperlink was dismissed. The last method seems to be the most convenient one 
and does not require additional computations like in the case of the web spiders.  

After collecting data about the web site’s hyperlinks one have finish the first step of analyzing 
its navigational structure. Navigational structure of a web site is a set of links which construct 
a navigational path through the web site [2]. The importance of the web site structure reflects 
in the web site usability  [2], this is the reason why assessing hyperlinks utility can be seen as 
usability assessment of the web site, or particular web page. Since the available hyperlinks on 
the web pages, are interpreted as the designer intention to guide the web site users. 
Knowledge about the expected navigational paths is needed for validation of the web site 
usability. Nevertheless information gathered reflects only web designer’s intentions, and 
actual state of the web site. 
 

2.3.2. The web site’s traffic log 
 

“A Web server when properly configured, can record every click that users make on a Web 
site”[17]. For each click in the visit path, the server adds to the log file information about user 
request. 
 
The logs collect data on the server in the files of specific format. Measures hold information 
about web site usage by recording how users visit the web site and how active they are. 
Depending on the log format structure, different data is stored. Usually logs contain data such 
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us: client’s IP address, URL of the page requested, time when the request was send to the 
server etc. This data is used later as the basis of usage behavior discovery.  
 
Very important fact is that logs can contain additional information which is navigational data. 
Navigational data is information extracted from the pre-processed web logs [4]. The last 
gives knowledge of how the web site was used during a specific time interval specified by 
pre-processed logs. The knowledge about the web site usage is retrieved by forming statistics 
of viewed web pages, errors displayed, time spend on the web site by summarizing intervals 
between user requests. One should keep in mind that  if using log files for any assessment 
purpose, we base the result on the sample of data, depending on the sample size the results 
can differ [18]. 
 
Depending on server settings log files format can differ. The form of web logs files standard 
changes over years as there was more requirements for the web log processing. These files as 
was assumed by National Center for Supercomputing Applications in common log format had 
initially seven fields which were measure of single user request to the web site server (see 
Table 1 ).  
 

Field 
number Example data Field 

name Meaning 

1 209.240.221.71 remote 
host Remote host, IP or DNS host name 

2 - rfc931 Remote log identification name, in most cases filed take 
value of “-“ 

3 user sdftre authuser Authentication id of the user, can also be a password 
required to access 

4 Thu July  1712:38:091999 date Date time (in Greenwich mean time format) 

5 “GET”  
index.hml/products.htm request Request or transaction 

6 200 status HTTP status code returned to the client, 200 equals to 
success 

7 3234 bytes Size of the document or the transaction transferred to the 
client 

Table 1. The basic Common log format with interpretation [19],[15]. 

 

Since these logs contain only traffic information about the web site, the common log format 
was enriched by fields of agent, referrer and cookie field (see Table 2). Nowadays’ these ten 
fields form now so-called extended common log format, which  is the most used log type [19]. 
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Additional 

field 
number 

Example data Field 
name Meaning 

8 http://search.yahoo.com/bin/search?=pdata+mining-
/index.html referrer 

identifies the page from 
which the user was requesting 
the viewed source, can also 
contain search engine and 
keywords used by the user 

9 mozilla/2.0 @winXP agent the browser used by the 
visitor, also operating system 

10 .snap.com TRUE/FALSE 946684799 u-vid-0-0 
00ed7085 cookie a header tag; can be used to 

identify users 

Table 2. Extension of the web log's file format [19],[15]. 

 

These simple files provide data, which with appropriate processing can result in useful 
information [27]. Records in extended common log format are possible to transform into wide 
knowledge what is happening on our web site, e.g. [19],[15]:  

− When the server  has the highest traffic, which hour of a day, which day of the week, 
which month … 

− Which is the most common browser used by the web site visitors 
− Which pages are viewed and how often 
− Average view time of specific web page 
− Where visitors are coming from (country or from which site they were directed) 
− Which type of error are triggered by our users 
− Which keywords users are using in the search option, and therefore what are they 

looking for 
 

The above and more can be found on the list of possible information to discover from the log 
files. The risk of such rich in content data is to retrieve information that is needed and to use 
outcome properly. We should not do statistical reports on the web site traffic only because it 
is possible, the goal of the measure is important [16].  
Knowledge about the used web browser can be vital if the web site provide services by 
executing different web applications. This information can be used for decision support on 
which platforms tests of the web site are crucial and which configurations can be tested later 
in the project. Having the prediction of when the server has the highest amount of requests 
helps to identify periods in which maintenance activities or shutting the server down has the 
lowest possibility to ‘disappoint’ its users.  
Knowledge about characteristic of available data is crucial for further interpretation of 
research results. It is important to know what type of limitations collected data can have. 
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2.4. Preparation of data 
 
Where to find measures for the hyperlinks utility assessment is not any more a secret. Data is 
available we just need to know how it should be prepared for information discovery. The 
preparation process is crucial since the reliability of the data mining process depends on the 
quality of the pre-processing. The higher quality of the preparation the more reliable outcome 
will be [6]. After identifying sources of data, it needs to be prepared for later usage. 
Removing invalid data is called data cleaning, transforming data into appropriate format is 
called data pre-processing 
Starting from the web site structure this section contains information what needs to be done in 
order to make the evaluation process possible. As was said before web site structure is 
available in the web site itself. Nevertheless, for further computation it needs to be presented 
in a more adjustable form. Data preparation for the web site structure will in most cases be 
simplified to the data pre-processing. Of course, depending on the source of information the 
data cleaning can be unavoidable.  
 
Unique 
number 

Source 
page Target page Label Type Placement 

Menu 

ID 
Start up 

date 
End 
date 

1 www.bth.se www.bth.se/eng IN ENGLISH text TOP 2 Date 1 Date 2 

Table 3. Example of hyperlink information data. 

Table 3 is an example of desired hyperlinks information table. Still we should remember that 
too much data is not count as a positive. The most important information that needs to be 
retrieved from the web site structure is the hyperlink’s source and target page. By using these 
two fields it is possible to find match with the web site structure and the web site usage data 
(log files). Depending on the desired outcome, one can enriched this data with information 
about used hyperlink media (text or graphic). Depending on the source that the web site 
structure come from effort required for data preparation can differ, it can be easier to convert 
tables from content management systems than to retrieve structure information from raw 
codes of web pages.  
Nevertheless, if required information about web site structure is simplified to the minimum of 
the target and source page, it is the smaller problem of data preparation. Log files contain 
many possibly useful data nevertheless; these files require more effort in order to be 
processed.  
To be able to perform association rules discovery on the web site’s history of usage, the 
identification of behaviour of each visitor and activities is needed [6]. Before this process 
starts, logs are cleaned from records containing requests for sources of specified type (like 
images) or web resources that are out of the evaluation interests.  Very important is to remove 
records that can corrupt outcome of the information discovery process. 
Corrupted data are created by visits of web spiders (crawlers). Web crawlers add to the server 
logs records of usage which can influence discovered information. Spiders are able to collect 
all existing web pages in one session, which means that the pages that would never be visited 
by regular users will occur in the web site usage statistics. In order to retrieve information 
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from data collected by the web spiders, one need to perform sometimes advanced algorithms 
of textual operations. Additionally data collected by web crawlers can be hard to synchronize 
with the other input data such as log files.  
 
Different types of agents collecting information from the World Wide Web influence the log 
files and in this way they can change the outcome of knowledge discovery from this source. 
This is why the process of data cleaning is necessary before starting information discovery. 
The activities of data cleaning include removing records of web site usage by the software 
agents (e.g. web crawlers). Additionally, it is common to remove records with missing 
referrer field. These are identified as uncompleted data. The records triggered by users’ errors 
are removed as the out of interest data.  
 
Data used for association rules mining needs to be on transactional form. Transaction as a 
type of input data, gives analyst input of the objects that were signed to the one transaction 
[20] and therefore make it possible to discover existing associations. To transform log files 
into transactional format the next step, after cleaning log data, is data pre-processing. Log 
files contain raw data, e.g. the request time is logged but there is no information about the 
duration visit. Still, logs contain enough measures that can be transformed into desired 
variables. Depending on the required information, different practices are used. Very often data 
from the log files is changed to transactional data. Usage data about the web site is divided 
into sessions. A session in the web site usage behavior is a collection of web pages describing 
the steps taken by one user in a certain time. This leads to the first problem of the presented 
extended common log format and the web site usage design, namely distinguishing between 
different users [6]. If the web site does not require that the user will log-in in order to use the 
web services, there is no possibility to distinguish with high guaranty that the investigated 
request was made by the on specific user. If one does not combine several mining techniques 
while evaluating page, such as clustering, the individual identity of the user is not confirmed 
[6]. This gives solutions how to deal with the problem of visits identification.  
Adopting association rules mining from basket analysis researchers mapped supermarket’s 
basket to sessions, which is main goal of differentiation between users. By using content of 
field IP, referrer, requested file, client’s agent and recorder date-time of access one can 
identify sessions of usage (users visits).  
 
The most common problems while identifying session form the log files are [6], [11]:  

− “the absence of user identification”, since usually log files contain only the IP 
address as the identification of the user 

− deriving users sessions  as the relevance of supermarket baskets 
− users accessing website from the same hardware. Even if the division of the log is 

based on the IP addresses and sessions’ duration still the threat exist that actual 
sessions of two users can be transformed into one session since the IP address in the 
log file is the same for several 

− revisits are not recorded by the server, there is no information about viewing web site 
sources in multiple browser’s windows 

− logs from the automated spider browsers 
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How one can identify single session? With some limited level of accuracy, with the usage of 
fields of a log file such as remote host (IP), agent, referrer, and date of access, it is possible to 
reconstruct users’ visits. If no safe authentication of the user is possible the IP and agent are 
used to identify the source of the request. Ordered chronologically by the date time of request 
can be transformed into the sequences of pages. This is done with the help of request and 
referrer fields. Nevertheless approaches that researchers use for session definitions differ. This 
is due to the fact that many users can access the same web site from the same computer [6] 
and we wish to find way of distinguishing those users. Additionally the amount of existing 
spiders and web crawlers makes it impossible to provide list of all of them. That is why 
different methods for session division exist. One can use time interval which is time limit of 
session total duration or is used as maximum time between two requests [20].  This is based 
on the assumption that the web crawlers need less time than users to ‘view’ all the pages. 
Literatures suggest different maximum levels of the time interval or maximum pages viewed 
by human. The most important is to select adequate data cleaning and pre-processing 
methodology depending on the research goal. For example one [6] argue that session division 
should be completed with the knowledge from web site structure. This has origin in specific 
problem of caching web pages by web browsers. Using only log files as reconstruction of the 
visit can cause differences from the real visit. Nevertheless, there exist risk that this effort 
does not return it’s invest in results of research [20]. One should also be aware of influence on 
the outcome of research done by selected solutions. 
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3. DATA MINING FOR THE WEB SITES  
 

Data mining techniques not only provide the method of evaluation but also, by specifying 
what type of input data is required for association rules discovery, tell which measures to take. 
Possibility to evaluate hyperlink bases on the assumption that each existing hyperlink is meant 
to be used. This assumption makes possible for the analysts to interpret results and therefore 
provide suggestions such as:  

− adding new hyperlinks 
− removing, or  
− changing existing hyperlinks. 

One of the major concerns of knowledge discovery usefulness is to discover information that 
is not trivial. In mining for association rules one want to discover rules that bring to the filed 
new information.  
In order to help with the utility evaluation the automatic tools were developed to help in this 
task [2]. “However such automatic tools still cannot replace testing with actual users” [2]. 
One of existing methods to evaluate a web site is to conduct a survey and to include website 
users as the objects of evaluation. This kind of process requires special resources [6]:  

− an experiment preparation (selecting adequate users – representative users), and  
− high costs (e.g. providing hardware to conduct the experiment) 

Major drawback of this method: low possibility of repeating the experiment with the same 
conditions [6] force researchers to look for other solutions. 
Data mining techniques use already collected data, without additional interaction with the web 
site user. Decision to use data mining techniques for the hyperlink evaluation is not only made 
because of the available analytical techniques, the amount of collected data requires technique 
that can handle complex computations. The size of collected data depends on the evaluated 
system, nevertheless traffic observed on the website and recorded on the log files growths to 
enormous sizes. Problem is how to extract information in the possible efficient way.  
Combining available algorithms and processes one can strive for the most optimal solution to 
evaluate website’s hyperlinks and using evaluation outcome as a feedback to the website 
design. 
 

3.1.  Data mining 
 

What is then data mining? Data mining “is a methodology for the extraction of knowledge 
from data” [6]. Often data mining is referred as the Knowledge Data Discovery (KDD). It is 
important to know the value of the extracted knowledge, since the last one should relate to the 
issues that need to be solved [6]. In other words data mining activities should help in 
discovering not obvious truth but more interesting facts not been able to notice directly 
(without computations) and be possible to help in improving system (e.g. web site) 
functionalities. Discovery of interesting information is a challenge for the analysts, since it 
requires separation of desired knowledge and obvious facts.  
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We are focusing on the one aspect of the data mining techniques meaning web usage mining. 
Web usage mining gives information about users’ browsing behavior. “Web usage mining 
includes the data from server access logs, user registration or profiles, user sessions or 
transactions etc” [7].  
The reason to limit the research to this field is the aimed hyperlinks utility assessment, which 
is meant to be based on the user’s navigational patterns. The research has main goal to show 
the web site administrator/designer how users of his web site actually are using the existing 
hyperlinks and point links which need improvements, as well as the hyperlinks that fulfill 
utility requirements. 
Using mentioned techniques the analyst expect to discover information about dead links, 
based on statistical calculations, confirm usability of hyperlink or suggest change or removal 
of hyperlinks. The two last will be based on the association rules discovery between web site 
pages. 
 

3.2.  Association rules 
 
For the web usage mining association rules discovery is based on the sessions. Each session is 
interpreted as a transaction and occurrence of the web pages in the session is relevant to the 
existence of the items in one basket. Additionally in web usage mining, there is possibility of 
keeping sequence in which web pages were viewed. These web pages sequences are called 
paths, as the user was fallowing pages in specific order until session ended. Each repository 
that supports recording purchased products as items of the basket they belonged to, give 
analysts opportunity to discover associations between those products. Session in the web 
usage mining is this type of basket, web pages are the products, and view of the page is 
relevant to the purchasing a product. Furthermore, it helps to discover tendency of purchasing 
some of the products together, if such patterns exist in customers’ behaviours. In the results of 
association rules mining one can find pairs of groups of items “purchased” together. Although 
very often the above situation is described as the association rules mining, it covers positive 
association rules discovery. In other words if two or more pages tend to be viewed together 
they are connected by positive association rule. The association rules mining covers two 
techniques, namely: positive and negative association rules discovery. The second one, as can 
be retrieved from the name, covers situation where mining methods are supposed to discover 
tendency that if the customer views one page the other one is not. Knowledge how 
users/customers associate objects gives managers opportunity to adjust their business to the 
target behaviour and by this improve quality of their service or can help in achieving their 
business goals. 
 
Association rules mining is one of the methods of data mining used to find patterns in 
available data [12]. It is also “a data mining task that discovers relationships among items in a 
transactional database” [5]. Association rules discovery is referred as to retrieving frequent 
combinations of items occurring together in transactional database [12]. 
It is important to reveal information interesting for the web designer/administrator [10] and 
distinguish knowledge gained from the obvious patterns [12].  
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Association rule: “is an implication of the form , where YX ⇒

Ø, =∩⊆⊆ YXandIYIX “[5] and  I is the set of items (e.g. products, web pages). An 
association rule is a relationship between items. The X is called an antecedent and Y  is 
consequent of the association rule of the form  [10]. YX ⇒
Depending on the web pages association the information about connecting them hyperlink 
should be discovered. Nowadays the association rules mining include at least two discovery 
methods: negative and positive association rules mining.  
Positive association rule is an association that can be found between items in given set of 
transactions [5]. Positive association rule  indicate that item Y is probably to occur in 
transaction where the X already occurred [5]. 

YX ⇒

Negative association rules were used in “market-basket analysis to identify products that 
conflict each other or products that complement each other” [5]. The issue of discovering 
negative association rules is derived from the cost of calculating these [5].  
 
For calculating strength and importance of the association rules the support and confidence 
framework is used. Support – confidence framework is  an association rule discovery that base 
the association rules generation on the threshold put on the support and confidence values [5]. 
In other words, while generating the association rule, decision if rule should be included in the 
set or not is based on the support and confidence values and the fact if these exceed given 
threshold. The main disadvantage of this framework is tendency to produce uninteresting 
association rules, meaning the discovery of obvious knowledge is a threat [5]. 
 
Rules can be described by their support and confidence levels. If D is a set of transactions T 
(sessions), such as [5]. Then support of association rule is the percentage of transactions 
in D that contain  

IT ⊆
YX ∪  [5],[24]. The association rule has confidence c “if c% of 

transactions in D that contain X also contain Y” [5], [24]. The set of sessions D is the set of all 
reconstructed sessions from the processed log files. The single transaction for the web usage 
mining contains additional information about order in which the items occur. For the situation 
of hyperlink h, connecting pages A to B. We can assume that if in the transaction T the page B 
occurred before page A, then this transaction should not be used for the support nor 
confidence calculations. Since there is low possibility that hyperlink h was used.  
 
The value of minimum support is used in order to limit the number of discovered association 
rules; without these constrains the output of association rule discovery could be enormous 
[10]. Therefore the support of item A reflects the frequency of this item in the available data  
[10]. 
Generalized negative association rule is “a rule that contains a negation of an item” [5]. 
Given by [5] example of such rules: “ FEDCBA ¬∧→∧¬∧¬∧ ” was not solved by any 
well known algorithm for association rules discovery. This is the reason to limit the negative 
association rule mining to confined negative association rules mining. Authors of [5] refer to 
the rules “ YXorYXYX ¬→¬¬→→¬ , ” as confined negative association rules where the 
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entire antecedent or consequent must be a conjunction of negated attributes or a conjunction 
of non-negated attributes”.  
Although in the definition the antecedent and consequent of the rule can be sets of atomic 
items. We will focus on the association rules where both sides of association are atomic items, 
since these express the characteristic of the hyperlink. 
 
To easier calculation for the negative association rules Thiruvady  pinpoints simple 
conversion of a formulas that helps to calculate support and confidence for negative rules by 
using statistics of positive association rules: 

“support =⇒¬ )&( BxA  support −⇒ )( BA  support . )&( BxA ⇒
support =¬⇒ )( BA  support −)(A  support ”[10] ).( BA ⇒

This of course can be seen as a solution for time efficiency improvement in implementing 
own algorithms for the negative rule discovery. 
For the confidence of the rule )( BA ¬→ , the formal can be simplified as follows: 

),(1)( bAconfidenceBAconfidence →−=¬→  
since 

)(
)()(

AwhereSessionscard
BnotbutAwhereSessionscardBAconfidence =¬→

,  
and 

)()()( BandAwhereSessionscardAwhereSessionscardBnotbutAwhereSessionscard −=
 
 

Except of support and confidence association rule can be described by its lift. Lift of the rule 
 expresses the likelihood of  existing consequent (B)  in the condition of given 

antecedent (A) [29]. In the mathematical formula it is expressed by: 
)( BA →

)(exp_
)()(
BAconf

BAconfBAlift
→

→
=→

, 
where exp_conf(B) is an expected confidence of the rule  and is calculated in the 
following way:  

)( BA →

N
TcardBAconf B )()(exp_ =→

,  
 where 

)( BTcard is the number of transactions containing consequent (B) of the rule and N is the total 
number of all sessions.  
 
Different methods were used to discover negative association rules or to make sure that there 
exists so called negative relationship between two items. One of these methods is correlation 
coefficient used in [5] and [18] to verify relationship characteristic between two items. It 
“measures the strength of the linear relationship between a pair of two variables” [5].  It is 
presented as a formula: 

YX
YX

σσ
ρ ),cov(
=

 
Pearson using assumptions that if X and Y are binary variables with known frequency of all 
combinations of X & Y and given N – size of a data set considered gives formula for 
correlation coefficient as: 
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Table 4. Contingency table [5]. 

 
Which as it was in the can be simplified to [5],[18]: 
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The reason to support the traditional support-confidence rules discovery framework with 
correlation or/and lift factors is to lower probability of discovering uninteresting rules [5] and 
to assure negative relationship in discovered negative association rules [18]. Of course 
appropriate threshold for the correlation factor is needed. Originally correlation of 0.5 was 
considered as large, 0.3 as medium and 0.1 small. For the values of +1 the correlation factor 
has interpretation of perfectly positive correlated items, symmetrically the -1 value means that 
items are perfectly negative correlated [5]. Assumed by Cohen threshold for the correlation 
factors are changed by researchers Antonie [5] and Pilarczyk [18] in order to make possible 
for weaker rules to pass the algorithms.  
Another way of assuring that discovered association is strong enough to be considered as a 
rule is  a factor of mininterest presented by Wu and discussed by Antonie in [5]. The rule, to 
be accepted by Wu framework, needs to pass threshold of miniterest, the condition is as 
follows: rule  is accepted if [5]:  BA→
 

supp −→ )( BA supp supp mininterest )(A ≥)(B
  
As can be easily noticed depending on used thresholds for rule support, confidence, 
correlation and if considered mininterest the final list of discovered rules will differ. 
 

3.3.  Usage of data mining techniques 
 
The powerful tool of data mining techniques proves its possibilities in many business and 
research fields. The goal is to expand its usage and use its power to maximum, with growing 
hardware capabilities algorithms that were used in theory can now be tested and implemented 
in the real world. Growing interest in software qualities expands the size of the filed in which 
data mining can be used.  
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Basket analysis were already adopted in the web usage mining for the improvements in search 
engines [1]. Nowadays data mining reaches for the recommendations techniques helping 
customization of proposed to the user products and services.  
 
In the following subsection reader can find short description how other researches were using 
knowledge discovery techniques for the web site improvements. 
 

3.3.1.  Analysis of web usage behaviour  
 
In their research El-Ramly and Strulia investigated focused web site in the aspect of 
sequential-pattern mining to predict web-usage behavior [20]. By mining for the sessions in 
the log files they discovered frequent occurring patterns.  The goal of identification of 
mentioned patters was to provide recommendations at run time. El-Ramly and Strulia in 
suggested by them usage of discovered patterns mention usability problems. The longer paths 
are discovered, the more problems with the usability the web site can have [20].  They based 
this interpretation on the fact that users want to reach resources in shorter time. 
The main usage of mining for the web sites in their case study was generation of hyperlinks to 
the web site that new user might be interested in. This list in their research is based on the 
discovered before patterns of web site usage. In the experimental evaluation of their 
hypothesis they investigated the log files from the web site of an undergraduate course at the 
Computing Science Department, University of Alberta. The effectiveness of the method was 
measured in counting how many times the recommended url occurs in three next pages visited 
by the user after the page with the recommendation. 
After conducting their research they discovered a trade off between discovering more patterns 
(with high level of errors permission) with more recommended urls, and discovering less 
patterns (less errors allowed) with smaller but much more focused number of recommended 
urls. Their research has shown that in focused web sites the tasks implied by the investigated 
web site impact the users’ behavior. This can show that data mining can be helpful in 
achieving goals of the web site designer. It also can help to better understand users and 
provide them information that they need. 
 

3.3.2.  Navigational structure mining 
 
Chui and Li propose a hyperlink frequent items extraction algorithm, which allows the 
automatic extraction of navigational structures without performing textual analysis [2]. The 
process of extracting structure from web site pages was called by them structure mining. 
Using frequent item-sets data mining algorithms and Adaptive Window Algorithm Chui and 
Li extracted so called near-identical hyperlinks patterns. They refer to the near-identical 
hyperlinks patterns as to common situations where navigational structure does not differ much 
between web pages. For example two web pages can have the same near-identical hyperlinks 
pattern if only few links is different (removed etc.). After modeling the hyperlink graph and 
discovery of navigational structure of the web site Chui and Li conducted several experiments 
on the usability of three computer science department web sites. Results of their study shown 
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that organization of the navigation structure can be used as predictor for the user performance 
in using the web site. 
 

3.3.3.  Negative association mining for the web site 
 
In his thesis [18]  Pilarczyk presents the usage of the negative association rules mining for the 
web pages on the selected web site. His method is based on the mining of association rules 
derived from HTTP server logs. In his research Pilarczyk discovered both positive and 
negative association between pages and tried to evaluate the hyperlink usability. In the results 
of mining process he interpreted positive association between pages as good usability of the 
hyperlinks, or in the case when links between associated pages does not exist the positive rule 
is a suggestion for adding new link. The negative association is used for the decision support 
in removal of the hyperlinks. The difficulty in his research was the settings of the thresholds 
for the rule discovery. By setting the low level of support threshold 0,00075 more links is 
identified as negative, and more links is suggested to add. 
 

3.4.  Traps of data mining 
 

The data mining techniques are not bullet proof answer for the analysis problems, they give 
suggestions and method how to perform computations. Interpretation of the achieved outcome 
is the researcher responsibility, as well as knowledge about faults of used method. 
Issues, with which we should be familiar, consider early stage of data pre-processing as well 
as the more advanced stage of information discovery. As was mentioned before while 
reconstructing visits on the web site there is no bullet proof solution. Due to the web browser 
possibilities: opening pages in different windows, caching pages, or not identified web 
spiders, the discovered transactions used for the rules mining can contain invalid data.  
While processing discovery of association rule mining, analytics need to set thresholds for the 
rules factors. Depending on the levels of these thresholds tested relationship between items 
will pass or not the requirements of a rule. The higher levels of the threshold the more reliable 
outcome can be achieved, but there exist risk of discarding all possible associations in the 
terms of the rule. If several factors are used to identify association rule, all should be included 
in the measure of the rule strength.  
The factor that describes association rule is its confidence [29], nevertheless there exist risk if 
one validate rules accuracy only basing on this factor. The suggestion from [29] should be 
kept in mind: “rules having a high level of confidence but little support should be interpreted 
with caution”. Which is easily to be forgotten as the support of the rule is often used as 
decision if investigated pair (antecedent and consequent) should be taken into consideration 
for further investigation [5],[18]. 
Other traps that researchers can meet while using data mining deals with the interpretation of 
the negative association rules. The result of proposed method can indicate that association 
between Pages A and B has a negative characteristic, which can be directly understood as a 
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very low utility of the links between pages A and B (Figure 6). According to the basket 
analysis or as it was used in [18] this be suggested to be removed, since it does not correspond 
to the user behavior. 

 
Figure 6. Visualisation of negative association between pages. 

Problem occurs when these two pages are part of the structure presented in the Figure 7. 
Decision to remove link between page A and B will cause a situation where there is no 
possibility to view page B, since none of the remained pages links to it. 
 

 
Figure 7. Visualisation of negative association between pages in web site structure. 

Problem could be solved by verifying if there exists connection (navigation path) to each 
webpage from evaluated website starting from the main page. 
 
This and many other, assumption related, traps researches can fall into while using data 
mining outcome for they system’s analysis. 
 
While discussing data mining techniques we should also remember that these are still cost full 
and time-consuming tasks [25]. Especially in the case of the web site where usually for each 
web site individual setup of the process must be prepared. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
The experiment of validating the hypothesis is build of five steps – processes (see Figure 1). 
Each processes gives as an output data or documents used as an input for the following 
method step.  
The web site used as an object of evaluation in this thesis is the one belonging to the Swedish 
Technical University: Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH). In order to validate usefulness 
of data mining techniques for the hyperlinks validation the appropriate setup for the 
experiment is needed. Settings such as time spread for the web logs collection with start and 
end date or sample web pages with links validated are presented to the reader as a background 
for future discussions. 
The usage of the website is depended on the linkage structure, it depends on the way in which 
individual web pages are connected [21]. Web expert by placing hyperlink on the webpage 
express his strategy how the website ought to be navigated by the users. The closer the web 
designer is to the user expectations the higher will they value the quality of the web site. 
Depending on the web site characteristic web users can define quality differently. 
Nevertheless each web designer should have website’s goal in mind and adjust designed web 
pages to assumed goals in order to achieve web users satisfaction [20].  
In a very dynamic and competitive WWW environment, the website owners want to verify if 
their “web systems” satisfy their users’ needs. This leads to identifying dependencies between 
design of the web page and its usability giving to the designers guidelines how to achieve 
website goals by adequate design.  
In order to propose hyperlink estimation we assume that expected behavior of the hyperlink is 
to link source page with the target page. This means that hyperlinks that are not used, or are 
seldom used have low utility value. 
 
The main interest is to evaluate navigational links of the www.bth.se web site of selected web 
pages. 
The web expert needed for the validation of hypothesis needs to have certain knowledge about 
the object web site. The knowledge required from the web site expert should cover 
information about: 

− Web site structure with intended navigational paths 
− Reason of existence of the hyperlinks 
− Familiarity with the assumed users types 
− Hyperlinks generation method 
− Web pages generation method 
− Web site goals 

 

As the support for the experiment the tools form SAS® V9 were used. For the session 
reconstruction it was decided to use SAS e-Data ETL software. For the association rules 
mining and further hyperlinks’ utility assessment the SAS Enterprise Guide was used as 
computation support. The SAS Enterprise Miner 5.2 was used in the discovery of new 
hyperlinks. 
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4.1. Data collection 
 
The data collection step uses as an input the default web site of interest. Depending on the 
format of stored data, data collection can require some changes in the server settings. Since 
the log files are the main data input it is necessary that these files contain required 
information. Minimum information needed is a set of values for each request:  

− user IP and browser client (or any other data that can help to distinguish between 
sources of requests),  

− information about source web page (page from which user accessed next web page, 
− target web page (page to which user was directed from the source page),  
− date and time of the access, 

 
Information about browser client (helps to exclude sessions conducted by so-called web 
crawlers). Except of the web log files the analyst need data about web site structure, 
specifically data that contain hyperlinks names, web page on which hyperlink exist and web 
page to which hyperlink re-directs.  
The first step of the process is a data collection of the web site structure and usage, or being 
more detail about evaluated hyperlinks. This step includes two major parts. Namely collecting 
information (data) about the hyperlinks and collecting so called usage data. The first part 
provides information about existing hyperlinks, second is record of the web site traffic 
including users’ requests (page viewed) and time spend on the viewed web page.  
We selected five web pages belonging to the www.bth.se web site for hyperlink utility 
evaluation. The selected web pages are as follows: 

1. www.bth.se 

2. www.bth.se/u 

3. www.bth.se/eng 

4. www.bth.se/student 

5. www.bth.se 

Statistics for the selected web pages are described in Table 5. 

SOURCE URL GROUPS OF LINKS AVG NUMBER OF LINKS 
www.bth.se 8 55 

www.bth.se/eng 6 26 
www.bth.se/forskning 9 28 
www.bth.se/student 9 48 

www.bth.se/utbildning 8 40 

Table 5. Evaluated pages statistics. 

As one can notice, all pages have characteristic of an index page. Their goal is to welcome 
users on the BTH web pages and link to other pages that might be in the interest of the user. 
Decision to select these pages in the experiment was based on the fact that presented pages 
have as a goal to guide users to the different sources of the information. Links placed in these 
web pages have important task to fulfil. Selected web pages and their hyperlinks guide users 
to the answers for the most common questions regarding BTH. Additionally web pages are 
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divided into menu groups, in order to investigate utility of hyperlink group.  The way in 
which web pages were divided into menus is presented in Appendix 1 – 5. For each web page 
there were links identified as not belonging to any menu (menu 0). These were the links that 
occur on the web page for the short or not specified time. Detail information about hyperlinks 
was structure in the form presented in Table 6. 
 

source page target page link text link url 

Table 6.  Structure of hyperlink information table. 

 

The information about the hyperlinks was retrieved from sources of html code for selected 
pages. Next step was a transformation of this code into tables containing hyperlinks with 
information about target url, source page and menu group that the hyperlink belongs to. In the 
step of data pre-processing those links are matched with the unique urls identified during web 
log processing. 
Second part of data is the web log files, these were available from the web site server. Since 
the administration’s policy is to collect data about the traffic on the web, there was no 
difficulty in accessing these files. The experiment was performed on the web logs from 30 
days’ period (2006/03/29 – 2006/04/27). Used log files are in the common extended log file 
format and each log present 24 hours traffic (from 00:00 – 24:00) on the BTH web site 
servers. 

4.2. Data pre-processing 
 
From collected web log files we retrieve sessions, sequences of web pages visited by one user 
enriched with information about time spend on each page. During session retrieval, it is 
necessary to remove data that can influence results in a negative way. Depending on used 
algorithms, it is possible to remove from session visits conducted by software spiders (web 
crawlers).  
The decisions about discarding parts of data are taken basing on the threat that data is 
corrupted or can disturb the validity of the outcome of the process. In this process invalid and 
data  out-of interest is removed.  In addition, it includes actions such as data transformation 
that also reflect the interpretation of available data.  
First, the web logs are transformed into sessions.  Depending on used tools and algorithms 
one can achieve different outcome. We used available tools from the SAS® V9 packet.  
The process of identification sessions from BTH web log files with the usage of SAS e-Data 
ETL software is as follows: 

− The log entry is identified as session entry (page view) if it does not contain bad 
status codes or image files. The session is identified as sequence set of one or more 
sessions entries[31].  

− Additionally, the request from users identified as web crawlers (see Figure 8 shorten 
list of web crawlers) are removed from further computations.  

− The division into session entities depends on the time. The maximum time for one 
session is 30 minutes. It means that if there is no another request for a page within 30 
from the same user, the session is identified as finished. “SAS e-Data ETL software 
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interprets any additional time that a visitor remains at a page (beyond this 30-minute 
timeout threshold) as part of a new session for that visitor”[31].  

− Next step is to remove sessions with average page-view-time lower than set 
threshold. Decision to remove such sessions is due to undiscovered web spiders’ 
usage. In this experiment, this threshold is set to one second. This is based on the 
assumption that valid session triggered by the human user would have average page-
view-time higher than estimated threshold [26], additionally users viewing pages 
shorter than set time threshold can provide invalid data for further computation.  

 

 
Figure 8. Example of the crawlers list used in SAS tools for filtering web log files. 

For future calculations, the table with the identified session is transformed into a table with: 
unique session id, sequence order number, unique page id, and time spend on viewing this 
page.  
Parallel to the process of session retrieval SAS e-Data ETL forms a list of unique urls. This 
table is used to match with the web site structure information. 
Since the experiment covers evaluation of selected hyperlinks from the list of valid sessions, 
the sessions with the selected source pages or with target pages are forwarded to the next step. 
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4.3. Data mining 
 

With this data available, one can approach the core process of the described method – data 
mining. From the sessions, one can retrieve existing association rules between web pages. 
Combining information about these association and existing hyperlink we try to identify value 
of the hyperlink’s utility depended on the strengths of mined rules. It is also expected to get 
list of hyperlinks that could be added to the web site. The list of evaluation results and list of 
potential hyperlinks form suggestions of web site improvement. 
The data mining step is divided into two major parts, where individual settings are required. 
First mining for positive and negative rules is performed on the pairs of source page and 
target pages, which are linked by existing hyperlinks. The antecedent of the investigated rules 
is the page that hyperlink is placed on, the consequent of the rule is the page that hyperlink is 
forwarding users to. This mining process requires settings for the correlation, support and 
confidence for the rules to claim them positive or negative and to verify if there is any 
association between source and target page.  
Although in the basket analysis the two objects are analyzed for having association regardless 
the sequence in which they occurred in basket. In this experiment session entry is count into 
positive rule ( ) frequency only if in session-path B occurred after A.  BA→
The correlation factor is used as identification of the rule’s tendency to be positive or 
negative. If correlation factor between two pages is smaller than zero this two pages can have 
negative association, and if it is grater then zero the association can be positive. Based on the 
outcome of the calculations for the correlation factor, the adequate positive or negative: 
support, confidence and lift are calculated for this rule. Table 7 presents how the decisions for 
calculating remaining (positive or negative) factors of the rule are taken. 
To discard possible misunderstanding the abbreviations meanings are as following: 

−  is the total number of valid sessions N
− is the number of sessions where page A was viewed )(Acard
−  is the number of sessions where page B was viewed )(Bcard
−  is the number of sessions where both pages A and B occurred, and 

where B occurred after A in the session path 
)( BAcard →

− supp  is the support of the rule, and supp( ))( BA → BA→
N

BAcard )( →
=  

− conf  is the confidence of the rule, and conf( ))( BA → BA→
)(

)(
Acard

BAcard →
=  

−  is a representation of positive rule between A and B BA→
−  is a representation of negative rule between A and B BA ¬→
−  the relation between page A and B is to weak or there is not relation 

discovered by method 
BA?
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CORRELATION 

< 
NEGATIVE THRESHOLD 

NEGATIVE 
THRESHOLD 

≤ CORRELATION ≤  
POSITIVE THRESHOLD 

CORRELATION >  POSITIVE 
THRESHOLD 

rule type BA→  BA ?  BA ¬→  

support 
N

BAcard )( →
 supp  )( BA → supp supp  −)(A )( BA →

confidence 
)(

)(
Acard

BAcard →
 )( BAconf →  )(1 BAconf →−  

lift 
N

BcardBAconf )()( ÷→  )( BAlift →  
N

BcardNBAconf )()( −
÷¬→  

Table 7. Computation decisions for association rules mining depending on the correlation value 

In this experiment both thresholds for the correlation factor is set to zero. The table contains 
calculations for the rule without explicit correlation characteristic since the main goal is to 
provide utility values of all hyperlinks existing on the page. 
In the basket analysis for the positive rules it is suggested to keep the records with rules that 
have factors above their threshold. Setting thresholds on different levels has significant impact 
on the outcome of evaluation since these thresholds decide if the two object will be identified 
as associated or not. In this experiment, the thresholds for the rules support, confidence and 
lift are used in estimating the hyperlink value. 
To claim association between two pages (A and B) positive, the rule  needs to fulfil 
following requirements: 

BA→

− correlation must be higher than zero (correlation threshold = 0) 
− support of the rule must be higher than 0.01 (positive support threshold = 0.01) 
− confidence of the rule must be higher than 0.05 (positive confidence threshold =  

0.05) 
− lift must be equal or higher than one (lift threshold = 1) 

The values of the thresholds for the positive associations rules are based on the suggestions 
from the SAS Enterprise Miner. 
 

To claim association between two pages (A and B) negative, the rule needs to fulfil 
following requirements: 

BA ¬→

− correlation must be lower than 0 (correlation threshold = 0) 
− support of the rule must be higher than 0.999 (negative support threshold =0.999) 
− confidence of the rule must be higher than 0.9995 (negative confidence threshold = 

0.9995) 
− lift must be equal or higher than one (lift threshold = 1) 

The values of the thresholds for the negative associations rules are based on the threshold for 
the positive association rules. 
 

Additionally having assumption that for existing hyperlink h from source page S to target 
page T positive association between S and T is required, lack of this association will be 
interpret as negative for the hyperlink utility value. 
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Since the mining step should provide as an outcome an evaluation of the existing hyperlinks 
utility the utility function is proposed as follows: 
For correlation factor ≥ 0: 

=→ )(_ BAfunctionutility  

(sf supp +→ sweightBA _*))( lweightBAliftfcweightBAconff lc _*))((_*))(( →+→  

where: 

(sf supp  if supp  support threshold 1))( =→ BA possitiveBA ≥→ )(

(sf supp  if supp0))( =→ BA possitiveBA <→ )(  support threshold 

 

(cf conf  if conf  confidence threshold 1))( =→ BA possitiveBA ≥→ )(

(cf conf  if conf0))( =→ BA possitiveBA <→ )(  confidence threshold 

 

(lf lift  if lift  lift threshold 1))( =→ BA ≥→ )( BA

(lf lift  if lift  lift threshold 0))( =→ BA <→ )( BA

 

For correlation factor < 0: 

=¬→ )(_ BAfunctionutility (sf supp +¬→ sweightBA _*))(
lweightBAliftfcweightBAconff lc _*))((_*))(( ¬→+¬→  

where: 

(sf supp 1))( −=¬→ BA  if supp negativeBA ≥¬→ )(  support threshold 

(sf supp  if supp0))( =¬→ BA negativeBA <¬→ )(  support threshold 

 

(cf conf 1))( −=¬→ BA  if conf negativeBA ≥¬→ )(  confidence threshold 

(cf conf  if conf0))( =¬→ BA negativeBA <¬→ )(  confidence threshold 

 

(lf lift  if lift  lift threshold 1))( −=¬→ BA ≥¬→ )( BA

(lf lift  if lift0))( =¬→ BA <¬→ )( BA  lift threshold 

 

Weights for both utility functions are the same and equal: 

−  2_ =sweight
−  4_ =cweight
−  1_ =lweight
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Such distribution gives maximum positive hyperlink value equal to seven, and minus seven 
for the negative hyperlink value. Decision to distribute the weights in a presented way is 
based on the suggested interpretation of the rules factors. As [29] suggest, rule that can be a 
solid base for the changes has strong confidence, high level of support and value of the lift 
factor greater than one. Numbers where selected in such way that hyperlink utility value can 
be easily mapped to behaviour of the rule. For example, having link with value five we know 
that lift and confidence of the rule reached desired threshold, but support did not.  
The highest value was assign to the weight of the confidence, sine this factor reflects over rule 
strength. Additionally it reflects over hyperlink utility, since it compares the number of times 
when hyperlink was used to the number of times when hyperlink was probably seen. 
Second part of mining association rules for the web site has as a goal to find positive 
association rules between source page and pages to which the source page has no link. The 
rules are mined from the same sample of data. Tool used for the mining positive rules from 
the data sample is SAS Enterprise Miner 5.2. 
The rule  is considered as suggestion for the adding new hyperlink on page A if 
rule fulfils following requirements: 

BnewA →

− there is no hyperlink from page A to newB 
− supp  positive supp threshold ≥→ )( newBA
−  positive confidence threshold ≥→ )( BnewAconf
− , where thresholdliftBnewAlift ≥→ )( 5,1=thresholdlift  

 

 
The goal of this step is to generate list of hyperlinks that, according to usage behaviour, 
should be added to the web site structure. The thresholds for the support and confidence are 
set the same like in first mining process. The threshold for the lift factor is set to 1,5. The 
higher threshold for the lift factor should increase reliability of suggestion to add new link.  
The higher lift the more sessions where users visiting page new B were visiting page A, than 
visits with page new B and other page. 
 

The summary of this step are two artefacts one with existing hyperlinks and theirs utility 
values, second is the list of links suggested to be added in the web site structure.  
 
The interpretation of the utility values is as presented on the Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Hyperlinks utility value suggested interpretation. 

The hyperlink is suggested to be removed if his utility value is lower or equal than minus 
four. This is based on the weight assigned to the confidence values, in other words on the 
importance of the confidence. If hyperlink utility value is higher than minus four but lower 
than four the link is suggested to be changed in layout or design (colour, text displayed etc.). 
Values from minus three to zero means that the change is crucial to take, and values from one 
to three are interpreted as possible but not necessary changes. Since hyperlinks with values 4 
or higher are showing positive associations between their source and target page the hyperlink 
is confirmed to be good.  
If outcome of the second mining step provide with “new” hyperlinks to add, these are 
presented as suggestions for expanding the hyperlink list. 
 

4.4. Validating suggestions with the web expert 
 

This leads to the last step in which web expert decide which suggestion will be used for the 
web site improvements. Depending on the number of changes accepted by the web expert one 
can specify if hypothesis is true. 
In order to validate if suggested method can be used as decision support for the web site 
changes one need to verify outcome of mining process. The validation of changes in the web 
site structure is a cost full process, that is why it was decided to cooperate with the web site 
expert and use expert’s knowledge in method validation. 
In order to avoid situation where web expert attitude influence the validation of the 
hyperlinks, the list of hyperlinks values and their interpretation was changed before presenting 
to the web expert. Randomly selected hyperlinks have utility values changed to a random 
value not equal to the value presented by the method. 
During the ‘validation’ meeting the web expert is informed about invalid suggestions. Web 
expert should be informed that there exist values in presented list that are not true. Web expert 
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task during this meeting is to validate presented hyperlinks by assigning values from the same 
range (7 to -7). If the web expert agree with the presented value, she should assign the same. 
The ‘new’ discovered hyperlinks are presented to the web expert first without any factors 
describing them, and then with the lift factor. There is no reason to present the utility values 
for the discovered ‘new’ hyperlinks. Practically they should not have one, as these links do 
not exist and for all of them the defined positive utility value would point value 7, since all 
links have support, confidence and lift higher than assigned thresholds. 
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5. RESULTS 
 
In the subsections of this Section we present outcome of the conducted experiment. The setup 
of presented experiment is described thoroughly in the Section 4. 
 

5.1.  Data mining – hyperlink evaluation 
 

During data mining on the selected sample of data, for each identified hyperlinks and its 
source page, the values of the correlation factor was calculated. Additionally depending on the 
correlation value the adequate positive or negative support, confidence and lift values were 
calculated. See Table 8 for the statistics of the calculations. 
 

Correlation factor Number of cases

correlation > 0 126 

correlation =0 53 

correlation <0 14 

Table 8. Correlation distribution. 

The hyperlinks with correlation equal to zero have not occurred in the sessions defined by the 
method requirements. 

Additionally for each hyperlink, the average time gain for the web site users was calculated. 
For each source page, we estimate time-to-click, which should represent how long it takes for 
the web site user to find hyperlink. For each target page of the identified hyperlinks we 
calculate average time-spend. Subtracting from the time-spend value the time-to-click value 
(see Table 9); we can observe if in average users look for the hyperlink longer than they read 
the information. 

 

Hyperlink 
value 

Average time 
spend  

[s] 

Average time to 
click  
[s] 

Average 
time value 

[s] 
-7 228.8 170.2 58.5 
7 145.2 205.7 -60.4 

Table 9. Average time values for the maximum evaluation scores. 

After performing validation of selected hyperlinks with described method the outcome of 
results is as follows (see Table 10).  
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HYPERLINK 

UTILITY 
VALUE 

NUMBER OF 
CASES 

-7 2 
-6 0 
-5 2 
-4 10 
-3 0 
-2 0 
-1 0 
0 53 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 105 
5 2 
6 14 
7 5 

Table 10. Utility estimation stats. 

For mining association rules between the selected source pages and the new potential targets 
there were nine rules with factors above the set thresholds. Statistics for these rules are 
presented in Table 11. 
 

Number of suggested links Average lift value Number of source pages 
9 5.12 2 

Table 11. Information about suggested hyperlinks. 

 
Detail information about discovered positive rules between source pages and potential new 
target pages is presented in Table 12. 
 

Number Lift Support (%) Confidence (%) 
1 6.61 1.2 10.02 
2 3.32 2.79 23.22 
3 1.56 2.83 23.55 
4 5.47 0.63 5.21 
5 5.92 1.48 12.28 
6 3.91 0.63 5.26 
7 5.21 0.62 5.16 
8 3.86 0.67 5.57 
9 10.29 0.26 6.7 

Table 12. 'New' hyperlinks statistics. 

Since each source page was divided into sub menus, for these the utility value was also 
calculated. The tables from Table 13 to Table 17 present utility values for the menus. 
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Menu Id Menu value 
0 0 
1 0 
2 1 
3 -2 
4 -2 
5 2 
6 1 
7 4 

Table 13. Menu values for www.bth.se. 

 
Menu Id Menu value 

0 3 
1 4 
2 4 
3 0 
4 3 
5 7 

Table 14. Menu values for www.bth.se/eng. 

 
Menu Id Menu value 

0 4 
1 4 
2 4 
3 4 
4 4 
5 4 
6 4 
7 0 
8 3 

Table 15. Menu values for www.bth.se/forskning. 

 
Menu Id Menu value 

0 1 
1 4 
2 1 
3 -5 
4 2 
5 3 
6 4 
7 0 
8 2 

Table 16. Menu values for www.bth.se/student. 
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Menu Id Menu value 

0 1 
1 3 
2 1 
3 4 
4 3 
5 4 
6 2 
7 4 

Table 17. Menu values for www.bth.se/utbildning. 

 

5.2.  Outcome of the web expert evaluation 
 

In order to conduct the experiment’s validation part, the generation of fake utility values was 
needed. For the 193 hyperlinks, we select randomly id numbers of the hyperlinks that utility 
values are supposed to be changed. 105 hyperlinks are randomly selected to be fake and 88 to 
have the real utility value. During the meeting, the web expert was informed that at least one 
of the presented values is not real and at least one is the same as suggested by the method. 
The maximum assigned value to the hyperlink by the web expert was seven, the minimum 
was minus four and the mean was 1.96 (see Table 18). 
 

Real value min Real value max Real value average 
-7 7 2.51 

Given value min Given value max Given average 
-7 7 1.32 

Web expert min Web expert max Web average 
-4 7 1.96 

Table 18. Statistics for the hyperlinks utility validation. 

 
The possible cases of validation the presented to the web expert hyperlinks utilities we can 
divide as follows: 

− Cases where given value is the real value (the same as the outcome of the method) 
The web expert can assign values: 

o Higher than given value 
o The same as given value (*) 
o Lower than given value 

− Cases where given value is randomly assigned and is not equal to the outcome of the 
method 

In this situation given value can be: 
− Overestimated (higher than real value) 
In addition, web expert can assigned values: 

o Higher than given value 
o The same as given value 
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o Lower than given value (*) 
o Equal to the real value (*) 

Alternatively, the given value can be 
− Underestimated (lower than real value) 
Moreover, web expert can assigned values: 

o Lower than given value 
o The same as given value 
o higher than given value(*) 
o Equal to the real value (*) 

 
The cases marked with (*) are the ones showing that there exist agreement between methods 
suggestions and web expert knowledge and hers strategy for the web pages layout and the 
web site structure. 
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The count of different validation cases is presented in Table 19.  
 

Given values are fake 

Given value = Real value Overestimated 
 (higher than real value) 

 

Underestimated 
 (lower than real value) 

 

Lower than given value 49 
Higher than given 

value 
 

0 
Lower than given 

value 
 

29 

The same as given value 32 
The same as given 

value 
 

3 
The same as given 

value 
 

16 

Higher than given value 7 Equal to the real 
value 0 Equal to the real 

value 0 

  Lower than given 
value 24 Higher than given 

value 33 

Table 19. Distribution of  validation values. 
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6. DISCUSSION 
 
The usability of estimating utility of the hyperlinks by using data mining techniques depends 
on the web expert willingness for the changes in the web site structure. During the meeting, in 
average, the web expert validated the selected web pages lower than the method. This can 
indicate criticism on the pages design from the web expert point of view.  
While validating the hyperlinks the web expert relied on her expectations of user behavior. 
We should also remember that the web expert is in the possession of statistical data about 
number of clicks on specific hyperlinks. The last can influence values assigned by the web 
expert to the specific hyperlinks 
 
Another problem with applying changes is the issue of the average user, the universal layout 
of the web page will satisfy only part of the users [6]. In the experiment the vote of the 
majority of the web site users reflects in the mined association rules. The problem is that one 
web page layout can not satisfy all of the BTH’s web site users. 
 
In the experiment we are using SAS analytics tools, although these do not provide all of 
required association rules discovery methods as build in function, SAS tools give possibilities 
to analyze different systems regardless the systems background, and add own analytic 
functions. 
 

6.1.  Method validation 
 

In order to validate the presented assessment method, the outcome of mining and evaluating 
results where presented to the web expert. To present how far is the outcome of the automatic 
hyperlink estimation from the web expert’s assumption, we compare real values with the 
validation values. Depending on the difference between these two values, the number of cases 
is supposed to show how the web experts validate the reliability of the method. Figure 10 and 
Figure 11 present the correspondence of real value to the web expert’s validation value in case 
when given value is real and when it is fake. 
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Figure 10. Correspondence between estimated values and web expert validation. 

 
As we can noticed on the graph, validations of the hyperlinks utility is mostly accepted by the 
web expert. This shows that this type of hyperlinks utility assessment can be strong support 
for the web site structure design. 
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Figure 11. Correspondence between real value and web expert validation if the given value is fake. 
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Additionally to show that the presented method is valid, the random values for the method 
validation were generated and compared with the method results. To generate random values, 
the mean, median and standard deviation of given values were used as parameters. The 
‘guesses‘ of real values are not as close to the real values as the web expert’s validation (see 
Figure 12 and Figure 13).  
 
The maximum difference between hyperlink utility value and web expert validation for the 
real given values was ten, in the case of randomly assigned (guessed hyperlink values) the 
maximum distance was 14.  
 
If take into consideration distribution of the validation values (Table 19), we can also notice 
the accurateness of the method. For 11 possible cases, the five of them indicate validity of the 
assessment method. For 193 evaluated hyperlinks 89 is in the range of the validity.  
We should not expect the high correspondence between method results and the web expert’s 
validations, as the goal of the data mining is to reveal new knowledge about analyzed 
environment. 
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Figure 12. Correspondence between estimated values and random validation for the given values equal to 

real values. 
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Figure 13. Correspondence between fake estimations and random validation. 

 

Although theoretically the best method would be to change design of evaluated web site, 
repeat the experiment and afterwards verify if traversal patterns have improved. Nevertheless, 
this type of validation methodology is too costly [20]. Additionally, suggested changes need 
to be accepted by the web expert due to the potential business loss. In the infinity of possible 
usage scenarios, one can not be sure if suggested changes would actually improve the web site 
usability, or more importantly fulfill the web site’s success goal. 
 
Additionally this type of web site evaluation has big advantage in the type of data collection, 
since users of the system are not disturbed by the fact of collecting data [20]. The log files are 
recorded in the background without influencing user behaviours. Nowadays information 
derived from the usage behaviour (server logs), is crucial factor in web improvement support 
[11], therefore methods helping in retrieving useful information from this data should be 
investigated. 

 

6.2.  Criticism 
 

The conducted experiment as the validation has faults that could be improved in future 
research. While validating the hypothesis we could notice that presenting outcome of the 
assessment to the web expert might have been a mistake. The fact that the web expert was 
familiar with the hyperlink assessment could influence her judge. It would be more adequate 
not to present the hyperlinks utility values, only ask the web expert for the expected outcome 
of hyperlink evaluation. Other problem is the interpretation of the gap between mining 
outcome and the web expert’s expectations. Knowledge discovery about the hyperlinks utility 
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can point problems that are over looked by the web expert. Therefore, the gap between the 
web experts expectations and the assigned utilities can be seen as an advantage. Nevertheless, 
if the web expert do not accepted suggested changes, the method even if accurate will be 
useless as the web expert rejects the assessment results. Additionally the survey on the web 
site users, or repeating experiment on another time interval, could bring more reliable 
hypothesis validation.  
 

The generation of the random values should be replaced with the pseudo random function that 
uses the same values distribution as can be identified for the final hyperlinks’ utility values. In 
order to provide more reliable and more reach in information result the hyperlink utility 
values could be presented as the list of utility values for each week. In this way, the web 
expert could gain knowledge if the hyperlink’s utility value grows, is falling down or is kept 
on the same level through the investigated usage time. 

The time interval used for the experiment could be extended to two school terms with the 
beginning date the same as the start date for the school term. Since the BTH’s academic year 
is divided into four terms the expected traffic on any sample of data should be representative 
for the whole academic year. Nevertheless, to lower the negative influence of selected period, 
in future, it would be suggested to choose data sample equivalent to the school term(s).  

The utility function could be re-defined, or the suggestion of the hyperlink removal could be 
changed to highly crucial hyperlink re-design. 

The time limits were obstacle in conducting following up experiments and for the faults 
corrections. 
 

6.3.  Gained knowledge 
 

The Nakayama and Yamane refer to the two methods of web site improvements of 
navigational structure: hyperlink topological improvements and page layout improvements 
[11]. The first is adding or removing the links between pages on the web site in order to 
achieve expected navigational path. The page layout improvements include graphical changes 
in the page design.  It is hard to classify the support gained from the presented method, since 
outcome could be used as a re-structuring the web site graph (suggestions to add and remove 
hyperlinks), and re-designing the web pages (low utility values).  

 
Knowledge gained from the experiment is not only the values of the utility for the selected 
hyperlinks. Information gained from the conducted experiment includes knowledge about: 

− Utilities of specific menus on the source pages 
− The web expert’s perception of hyperlink removal suggestion 

 
During the experiment it has become even clearer why the web expert is needed for the 
acceptations of suggested changes. While discovering new hyperlinks, one of the suggested 
hyperlinks was leading to the application form for the master program. This hyperlink was 
rejected by the web expert as disturbance of required sequence of steps to be taken by the 
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user. Before displaying to the user this application form, the user should be familiar with the 
university policy and consequences of signing to this program. 
Discovery of such case indicates new setting for the hyperlinks utility estimations. To avoid 
this type of situations in the future, some web pages which form such required sequence 
should be interpret by the mining method as one page. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The experiment shown what is more to be done in the field of web usage mining, and what 
steps should be taken in order to provide reliable decision support for the web experts. 
 

7.1.  Conclusions 
 

After validating the hyperlink utility values with the web expert, the noticeable was the fact 
that the web expert was careful for accepting the highly negative values of the hyperlinks. 
This can be due to the possible losses in the web site’s connectivity. Although the validation 
of the method does not show strong relationship, one should remember that there is always 
gap between user behavior and the web expert vision.  
 
Data mining techniques as was hopefully shown may be a useful tool for the analysts and 
software engineers in the web site utility assessment.  
The hypothesis was that: 

1. The discovered association between two pages reflects utility of the hyperlink that 
links those two pages 

2. Depending on the association strength one can list changes for the hyperlinks ‘design 
(add, remove or change) 

The first point is partly confirmed by the validation of the hyperlink assessment result with 
the help of the web expert. Although there exist gap between experiment outcome and the 
web expert expectations, nevertheless as the decision support data mining on the web site 
traffic provides useful interpretation of the system’s utility. The experiment also highlight the 
fact that automatic assessment and based on that automatic changes to the web site layout is 
not yet possible to relay. The association rule strength was transformed into hyperlink utility 
value, and these have own interpretation. 
 
Still there is a significant need for the effective method for the web site evaluation. It is 
derived from many factors.  

− Firstly the web site as a software system changes very fast, and requires a 
dynamic process that can evaluate its qualities.  

− Secondly, the size of the data gathered by the web site servers is enormous in 
the size and the method that can handle theses data amount is needed. History 
of the usage of the web site of Swedish university Blekinge Institute of 
Technology (BTH) gathered from one day exceeds easily 20 MB. Cleaning and 
preprocessing this size of files puts high demands on the selected tool and 
method.  

− Thirdly, since many values for the thresholds can be used (such as support of 
association rule) and depending on the threshold value analyst can gain 
different results, the tool needs to provide possibility to calculate usability 
under different settings. 
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−  And last but not least, the web experts are in the need of reliable interpretation 
of the web site’s traffics statistics. 

 

7.2. Future research 
 

The experiment helped to discover new issues regarding web site utility assessment. Starting 
from the additional input information it would be useful information to know what type of the 
hyperlink is evaluated. This information combined with the placement of the hyperlink can 
give the expected utility value. For example studies made by Bernard (2002) [13] show where 
users expect to find a specific hyperlinks. If the designer will use the assumption that the best 
location for the help link is the right top corner of the web page and place it in that corner on 
his web page, expectations from the hyperlink’s utility can be high. It is no secret that all links 
are not the same [21], and this should be the reason in different utility thresholds for the 
hyperlinks utility. In other words “the location and the design of the hyperlink and web page 
on which the hyperlink occurs also affect the navigation time” [2]. 
 
While discovering new hyperlinks, one of the suggestions was in the result jumping over one 
of the web page in the navigational structure. This can disturb the required sequence of pages 
displaying. For the future research, these types of the sequence pages can be forwarded to the 
mining process as one page. 
 
Additionally, there should be more focus on the time that users spend before selecting 
hyperlink and the time that users spend on the target page. This could be helpful in solving the 
problem of the misleading hyperlinks. (What if link has high frequency of clicks but is 
misleading for the website users?).  
 
In order to not disturb positive utility of the existing hyperlinks, the number of newly added 
hyperlinks should not be higher than number of hyperlinks removed from source page. While 
suggesting removal of the hyperlink, the method should verify if connectivity of the web site 
is not disturbed. 

 

Currently the www.bth.se web experts are using web site analytical tools for the web site 
traffic measurements. Next step in this field would be to perform hyperlinks utility assessment 
using data collected by these tools with combination of the presented data mining techniques. 
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Appendixes 

1. Source pages division into menus: WWW.BTH.SE 
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2. Source pages division into menus: 
WWW.BTH.SE/UTBILDNING 
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3. Source pages division into menus: WWW.BTH.SE/ENG 
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4. Source pages division into menus: 
WWW.BTH.SE/FORKSNING 
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5. Source pages division into menus: WWW.BTH.SE/STUDENT 
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